TTC General Committee Meeting Minutes
17.30pm Tuesday 14th May 2019 in the Library, TTC Clubrooms
Present: Patrick Arnold (Chair), Viv Johnstone, Glynn Woodbury, Simon Davis, Cathy Wylie, Lynne White,
Amie Claridge, Nikki Joseph, Brian Hasell at beginning
Apologies: Henry Dengate-Thrush
Please submit portfolio reports by 5pm on the Sunday before the GC meeting.
BRIAN HASELL
Presented applications for MTB Grants (2 are given annually). These seem to be working well. Two
applications to consider:
Historic Photographic Record Application
The MTBAC recommends that
1. The project Historic Photographic Record of the Club’s Major Trips be approved for funding, subject
to details of a project team and work plan being submitted to the satisfaction of the Advisory
Committee
2. That an amount of $10,000 excl GST be committed for the first 5 years of photographs with a
contingency of a further $20,000 for a possible extension of the project.
Simon/Patrick - moved that we accept both of these recommendations - carried
Simon recommended that instead of purchasing a hard drive the photographs be uploaded and stored in
TTC’s GSuite
Footbridge in Trelissick Park
On balance, while the project is not scored highly on its contribution to walking opportunities we consider
that its contribution to environmental enhancement of additional areas of the park makes it suitable for
funding. However no funding should be transferred to the Group until there is certainty that the project
will proceed.
The MTBAC recommends that
1. An amount of $5,000 incl GST be approved as a contribution from the Michael Taylor Bequest to
the Kaiwharawhara Stream Bridge project
Patrick/Lynne - moved that we accept this recommendation - carried (1 dissenting vote - Simon)
MTBC will communicate these outcomes to the applicants.
Minutes of Previous Meetings (9 April 2019) – Patrick / Simon- approved s ubject to amendment to wording
about Special General meeting to line up with Tramper notice.
Mail:
FMC Voting Forms and Performance Report
RAL Notice of AGM
AGENDA
No other matters arising from reports.
AP 52. Van policy - read comments. Depreciation - it was suggested that the van should be earning enough
to cover this as well as operating costs
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4. Membership Survey - sorted
Weekly email - good idea but who will do this? Could ask Alan if he is interested.
5. Subs Invoices - it was decided to do the usual mailout of invoices this year and start working on enabling
emailing of invoices next year. However prior to that Glynn will call the Xero helpline to determine the
possibility of emailing invoices this year.
6. PDF Software Purchase - Dave McCrone has bought software which has now been approved for
reimbursement.
8. Unauthorised expenditure - unexpected expenditure outside of the budget should be discussed with the
portfolio leader. ACTION: Simon will write a letter to coordinators/convenors to advise this.
ACTION: Glynn will research a list of companies we should open accounts with, and also people who
regularly get reimbursed.
10. Archives File Boxes Purchase - Paul Mccredie has bought boxes which has now been approved for
reimbursement
7. Archives - some have not yet been catalogued.
Simon/Patrick Motion: That we employ Elizabeth to do this task - approved in principle
ACTION: Patrick will ask Paul to install the shelving.
9. Disposal of old club night laptop - will sell on Trade Me. ACTION: Simon to organise
11. FMC Feedback - FMC Exec is discussing the possibility of increasing the FMC levy. TTC Currently gets a
discounted rate as our club has over 500 members. FMC is considering increasing this discount to 800
members. Will not apply until the next financial year in 2021.
FMC Elections - Vice President role. TTC will vote for Tania Seward.
Jamie Stewart - has communicated with Patrick regarding his article in the Tramper (relationship with MSC)
and would like to write a response.
12. Adventurer Coordinator - Nikki is resigning at AGM. Patrick will write something about this in his piece
for the Tramper. Notice in Tramper re this role. Thank you to Nikki for all her hard work.
13. Insurance for Lodge - see Buildings Report. Ruapehu Mountain Clubs Association. There is the possibility
that in the event of a disaster TTC might not be able to rebuild our Lodge on the same site. GC agreed that
until we know we will continue with our current full replacement policy. Consolidating our insurance
(including hall) is currently being explored.
14. Special General Meeting - Patrick will prepare slides to cover the motion, and will also amend the
motion to remove reference to associate member category. (Carol has offered a counterpoint - alternative
voting option?). Patrick will also give the background justifying where we have got to regarding this.
15. Date for AGM - Tuesday 20 August, Tuesday 13 August - normal GC meeting
We will have an informal discussion opportunity at clubnight on Tuesday 6 August to confirm wording of
any motions.
16 Agenda for GC Meeting on Thursday 16 May. Patrick will create an agenda from suggestions as follows:
Communication (electronic bulletin to membership) ● who are trying to talk to?
● How do we talk to them?
● How do we get people involved?
● What channels do we have, and are there any replications?(link to website)
● Are the current methods working?
● What do we want people to do in response?
● How much resource do we have to invest in this?
● New members - how do we attract and keep them, and get them involved?
● How do we get current youth members involved and more active?
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NEXT MEETINGS
Thursday 16th May - NZCER Building Willis St
Tuesday 11th June 5.30pm in the TTC Library
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